Unidirectional Self-Driving Liquid Droplet Transport on a Monolayer Graphene-Covered Textured Substrate.
Controllable directional transport of liquid droplets on a functionalized surface has been a challenge in the field of microfluidics because it does not require energy supply, and the physical mechanism of such self-driving transport exhibits extraordinary contribution to fundamental understanding of some biological processes and the design of microfluidic apparatus. In this paper, we report a novel design of a surface microstructure that can realize unidirectional self-driving liquid mercury (Hg) droplet transport on a graphene-covered copper (Cu) substrate with a three-dimensional surface microstructure. We have demonstrated that a liquid Hg droplet spontaneously propagates on a grooved Cu substrate covered by a monolayer graphene without any external force fields. Classical molecular dynamics results provide a profound insight on the self-driving process of Hg droplets. It shows that the Hg droplet undergoes acceleration, deceleration, and return stages successively from the narrow to wide ends of the gradient groove. Intriguingly, Hg droplets can move continuously and unidirectionally on the three-dimensional graphene-covered surface microstructure when they accumulate enough kinetic energy from the gradient groove to break the energy barrier at the step junctions between the two neighboring unit cells. The design of the zigzag textured surface covered by a monolayer graphene artfully uses the facts; (1) the monolayer graphene can effectively reduce the droplet pinning on the textured surface, (2) the hydrophobic graphene layer reduces the friction between Hg droplets and the substrate, and (3) the textured surface can permeably interact with the droplets through the monolayer graphene to achieve a continuous self-driving process. The findings reported here open a door to explore the graphene-covered functional surface to directional transport of liquid droplets and provide an in-depth understanding of the self-driving mechanism for liquid droplets on graphene-covered textured substrates.